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The experience of lung cancer in Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples and what it means for policy, service planning and delivery

Abstract

Background: Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples experience inferior outcomes following diagnosis of lung cancer.

Aim: To examine the experience of lung cancer in this population and identify reasons for poorer outcomes and lower levels of treatment compared to non-Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples, and opportunities for early intervention.

Method: Literature was sought via electronic database searches and journal hand searching for the period from January 1995 to July 2010. Databases used included Indigenous HealthInfoNet, SCOPUS, PsycInfo, Cumulative Index to Nursing and Allied Health Literature (CINAHL), Medline, HealthInsitute and Google Scholar.

Findings: Exposure to risk factors, cultural and spiritual values, remoteness and geographic characteristics, entrenched socioeconomic inequalities and racism contribute to reduced service access and poor outcomes. The review highlighted a complex interplay of individual, social, health system and environmental factors that impact on optimal lung cancer care and lung cancer outcomes. Considering the burden of lung cancer with broader social determinants of health is necessary for policy, service planning and delivery.

Conclusions: It is imperative that the disproportionate burden of lung cancer in Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples is immediately addressed. Whilst strategic interventions in lung cancer prevention and care are needed, service providers and policy makers must acknowledge the entrenched inequality that exists and consider the broad range of factors at the patient, provider and system level. Primary care strategies and health promotion activities to reduce risk factors, such as smoking, must also be implemented, with Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples’ engagement and control at the core of any strategy. This review has indicated that multifaceted interventions, supported by enabling policies and that target individuals, communities and health professionals, are necessary to improve lung cancer outcomes and disparities.
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**Background:**

Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander (hereafter, Aboriginal) peoples are over-represented in cancer deaths\(^1\) and are 2.5 times more likely to die within five years of cancer diagnosis than non-Aboriginal Australians.\(^2\) From 1992-1996 four groups of conditions accounted for almost 70% of the total excess deaths in the Aboriginal population of Western Australia and the Northern Territory.\(^3\) These conditions included; circulatory conditions including ischaemic heart disease, cerebrovascular disease and hypertension (26%); injury and poisoning including homicide, assaults, suicide and transport injuries (15%); respiratory conditions (16%); and endocrine conditions including diabetes(10%).\(^3\) As a result, chronic conditions including heart disease, stroke and diabetes have been the focus of health care, policies, and interventions for Aboriginal Australians. Whilst addressing these chronic conditions remains central in improving the health of Aboriginal Australians, cancer, particularly lung cancer, is also an important health problem in this context.

Smoking rates in Aboriginal Australians contribute significantly to morbidity and mortality.\(^1\) Lung cancer is the most common cancer amongst Aboriginal Australians and accounts for the most cancer mortalities (nearly 5% of all deaths of Aboriginal people).\(^4\) In 2005-2006, lung cancer was the most common reason for hospitalisation amongst Aboriginal males of all malignant cancers (a total of 140 hospitalisations). During the same period, of all malignant cancers lung cancer was the second most common reason for hospitalisation amongst Aboriginal women accounting for 112 hospitalisations, second only to breast cancer (140 hospitalisations).\(^1\) This suggests there is a need for a greater focus on the prevention and early diagnosis of lung cancer in Aboriginal Australians. To date, there are minimal data available reporting lung cancer survival rates for Aboriginal Australians.\(^5\) While the high mortality rate can be linked to high incidence, there are other explanations which are discussed throughout the paper.
**Aim:**
To examine the experience of lung cancer amongst Aboriginal Australians and identify reasons for poorer outcomes and lower levels of treatment compared to non-Aboriginal Australians, and opportunities for early intervention.

**Method:**
An integrative review was undertaken, including both experimental and non-experimental studies, to obtain information regarding Aboriginal Australians and lung cancer. Literature was sought via electronic database searches and journal hand searching for the period from January 1995 to July 2010 using the search terms ‘lung cancer’, ‘Indigen*’, ‘Aborig*’ and ‘Australia’. Databases used included Indigenous HealthInfoNet, SCOPUS, PsycInfo, Cumulative Index to Nursing and Allied Health Literature (CINAHL), Medline, HealthInsite and Google Scholar. Reference lists from articles retrieved were also searched for additional articles or information. Articles were included if they addressed lung cancer care in Australian Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people. Information was extracted using a standardised data extraction tool based upon the Critical Appraisal Skills Programme (CASP) tools. Thematic analysis was then undertaken to identify key themes emerging from the literature.

**Findings:**
The key word search retrieved 37 articles that met the aims of this study. Aboriginal Australians have poorer rates of survival than non-Aboriginal Australians, often experience late diagnoses, and receive less aggressive treatment than non-Aboriginal Australians. Aboriginal Australians with lung cancer are younger, more likely to live in rural or remote areas, and to have a greater economic disadvantage than their non-Aboriginal counterparts. Most cancers overrepresented in Aboriginal Australians are largely
preventable, with lung cancer providing a good example where rates in non-Aboriginal men have been declining.\textsuperscript{2,9-14}

Poor quality data is a consistent barrier in identifying and analysing cancer incidence and outcomes within the Aboriginal Australian population.\textsuperscript{5,10,12,14-18} The problems of identifying and classifying Aboriginal status have been well described and there are many gaps in the data on Aboriginal deaths and mortality. Cancer registries obtain data on Aboriginal status from hospital admission and death records.\textsuperscript{19} The quality of this data is generally poor and needs to be addressed.\textsuperscript{19} In addition, there is a lack of national cohesion as there is no national data on cancer incidence due to the questionable quality of data within some jurisdictions.\textsuperscript{12,13} Furthermore, Passey and colleagues noted a shortage of literature regarding the treatment and care of Aboriginal people with cancer.\textsuperscript{20}

The review revealed potential barriers to optimal lung cancer care and management for Aboriginal Australians. These include; exposure to risk factors, cultural and spiritual values, remoteness and geographic characteristics, and socioeconomic status. Themes generated from the review include; individual beliefs and behaviours, healthcare systems issues and environmental issues.

The impact of individual beliefs and behaviours

Health risk factors impact on the diagnosis, prognosis, and management of many conditions, including lung cancer. Risk factors, for cancer and other conditions, need to be understood within a broader environmental and structural context including factors such as education, socio-economic status, culture, communication and discrimination.\textsuperscript{12} Aboriginal Australians are particularly vulnerable as a result of the increased prevalence of risk factors for lung cancer in their communities.\textsuperscript{10} In order for lung cancer incidence and mortality to be reduced, risk factors and other determinants of health beyond personal risk behaviours, such as tobacco smoking, must be examined and addressed.\textsuperscript{5}
Smoking

 Aboriginal Australians have high levels of tobacco use.\textsuperscript{5, 10, 11} Within the Aboriginal population, smoking constitutes a major risk factor for lung cancer and many other diseases and chronic conditions. The National Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Health Survey, 2004-05 identified that Aboriginal Australians are 2.2 times more likely to smoke than non-Aboriginal Australians.\textsuperscript{21} The results also indicated that half of the respondents smoked and that there has been little change in smoking behaviour since 1995. Within the Northern Territory Aboriginal population, there are indications that the incidence of smoking-related cancers is increasing\textsuperscript{5}, indicating that the measures being taken and/or implemented to reduce and eliminate tobacco consumption are not working. Addressing fundamental social inequalities and recognising that smoking can be perceived by Aboriginal people as an acceptable coping mechanism is a crucial step in formulating effective interventions.\textsuperscript{20}

The data from the review indicate a pressing need to address tobacco smoking through a range of strategies sustained over a long period of time. Lessons from mainstream approaches to tobacco control will be useful but are obviously insufficient as they may represent a top-down approach further reinforcing the legacy of colonisation and paternalism. Prevention of smoking uptake is as important as efforts to increase smoking cessation.\textsuperscript{5, 9, 10, 12} Strategies have been reviewed comprehensively elsewhere\textsuperscript{22-25} and the Australian Government has recently committed significant funding to enhance efforts to address tobacco control within the Aboriginal Australian population. These measures are particularly important since the evidence suggests that smoking-related cancers have a greater impact on younger compared to older Aboriginal people relative to other Australians.\textsuperscript{5, 12} Compared with non-Aboriginal Australians, the relative risk of cancer death was much higher for traditional language speakers.\textsuperscript{26, 27} Therefore, smoking cessation programs need to be designed within the context of
Aboriginal health and address the social, economic, historical and cultural reasons why Aboriginal Australian people smoke.

*Lung Cancer Knowledge and Health Literacy*

Research in Western Australia has found a number of misconceptions about cancer, the study included both individuals who had direct or indirect experience of cancer. Similar findings were reported among those who participated in the documentation of an end-of-life care model. These misconceptions included cancer as a form of punishment, the role of sorcery and cancer being contagious. This belief that cancer is contagious can result in cancer patients being ostracised from their communities or unwilling to tell others about their cancer.

Health literacy describes how individuals and communities obtain, understand, process and communicate health information and then making decisions based on this understanding. Poor health literacy is a result of inadequate education, low socioeconomic background and a range of delivery system issues are discussed below. Educational materials must therefore take into consideration not only literacy levels but socio-cultural factors.

*Spiritual and Cultural Beliefs*

Traditional spiritual and cultural beliefs may influence perceptions of why a person may have cancer. For example, in some Aboriginal Australian cultures, there is no word for cancer and as a result, the Western scientific term is not always understood. Some believe that their cancer is resultant of having offended a relative whom that part of the body represents, and they are thus receiving justified ‘payback,’ and hence refuse treatment. This also has implications for risk factors, such as tobacco as less emphasis is placed on its role in causing cancer.
For many Aboriginal Australian people, cancer is seen as a death sentence. Research on an end-of-life model documented a participant stating; 'frightened, frightened. Cancer bad, make people die quickly.'

This perception and fatalistic view is strongly related to poorer survival. In a Western Australian study, this belief was considered a major factor explaining why people ignore early symptoms and do not access treatment even after medical diagnosis. In addition, many Aboriginal Australians are not familiar with being in a hospital environment and may feel very uncomfortable in that setting.

However these data may not be generalisable to all Aboriginal Australian communities as there are currently gaps in knowledge around whether or not differences in cancer beliefs exist between urban, rural and remote populations.

**Healthcare systems issues**

The issues discussed below are linked to structural, organisational and interpersonal issues that are underpinned by a legacy of discrimination and alienation. Although not emerging from the data retrieved on lung cancer it is important to consider the diverse and complex issues that result from the interface of mainstream and community controlled organisations and the importance of community based organisations and community health care workers in improving access to care.

**Late diagnosis**

Many Aboriginal Australians experience a late diagnosis of lung cancer possibly as a result of the higher prevalence of co-morbidities. Both chronic bronchitis and emphysema, and diabetes are almost twice as common among Aboriginal Australians and at markedly higher levels in younger ages. In addition, the generally poor health status of many Aboriginal communities in Australia, can deter seeking diagnosis if feeling unwell is commonplace. It is also unclear how these factors impact on the decision to undergo chemotherapy or radiotherapy.
A study conducted in the Northern Territory (NT), Australia, by Condon and colleagues revealed that Aboriginal people with lung and other cancers were less likely to be diagnosed with advanced disease than non-Aboriginal people, a finding counter to that for the other cancers examined (colon and rectum, breast, cervix and non-Hodgkins lymphoma). The authors noted possible explanations to include high prevalence of other chronic respiratory diseases including tuberculosis in Aboriginal people in the Northern Territory, which may have necessitated frequent chest x-rays and other screening procedures as part of their clinical management and follow up. Alternatively, the authors noted that the proportion of Aboriginal people with regional disease at diagnosis may have been underestimated if Aboriginal patients with lung cancer were less likely to have intensive investigations, such as mediastinoscopy, thoracoscopy, and exploratory thoracotomy. Stage of diagnosis information is often not available where there is reasonable Aboriginal identification, but Condon et al.’s findings differ from those of Coory et al. who reported that a larger proportion of Aboriginal patients had no information about cancer staging in the chart examined (23% v 13%), and where a smaller percentage of those staged had localised disease (22% v 30%). This highlights that findings may differ with health service programs and variations in care delivery in jurisdictions across Australia.

Access to services

There are limited specialist cancer services in regional Australia, access to lung cancer treatment usually involves travel to a large regional or major city hospital. This often places pressure on financial resources and family responsibilities. Amongst Aboriginal people, those that lived in remote areas were associated with higher risk of cancer death for all cancers. Compounding the problem of distance and transport are difficulties that relate to geography and weather. Family responsibilities, community obligations and support networks also affect treatment decisions. Often patients and their
families have to organise and pay for their own transportation, thus placing additional financial burden and stress on them.

Aboriginal Australians receive proportionately less active treatment, including chemotherapy, radiotherapy and surgery, than non-Aboriginal Australians. The potential reasons for this are complex and involve patient, provider and system factors. They are also more likely to experience delays, suboptimal or incomplete treatment. Low hospital admission rates also reflect the less active treatment experienced by Aboriginal Australians. Results of three studies demonstrated this less active and suboptimal treatment. A study conducted in the Northern Territory revealed Aboriginal patients were less likely to use private medical services, less likely to be recommended for curative treatment and when curative treatment was recommended less likely to choose and complete treatment, and less likely to travel interstate when referred. A Western Australia study found Aboriginal patients were less likely than non-Aboriginal patients to receive surgery. An analysis of Queensland data found only 46 percent of Aboriginal patients received active treatment with chemotherapy, radiotherapy or surgery compared with 72 percent of non-Aboriginal patients.

Lower rates of lung cancer survival have been acknowledged in South Australia, Queensland and the Northern Territory. Coory et al. considered the differences in survival between Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal Australians to result from discrepancies in treatment. However, even after adjustment for stage at diagnosis, cancer treatment, and greater co-morbidity, Aboriginal Australians have poorer cancer outcomes than non-Aboriginal Australians suggesting a need for better understanding of structural barriers and cultural differences in attitudes to cancer and its treatment.

These differences, and poor utilisation rates, could be explained by systemic and provider characteristics contributing to late diagnosis, inoperable cancers, or other co-morbidities complicating
surgical prospects. In addition, there are few, if any, Aboriginal Australian cancer specialists. Aboriginal Australians may refuse treatment due to beliefs about and previous experiences of health care. Whereas advanced technology, characteristic of modern cancer treatments, is located in major urban centres, Aboriginal Australians may experience social and cultural dislocation if they are required to relocate from remote communities for treatment. These factors make it difficult for Aboriginal people to obtain culturally competent and sensitive specialist care for lung cancer treatment. This raises difficult questions for Aboriginal people with lung cancer and of where their priorities lie in relation to being with their community or relocation to receive more appropriate treatment. Accessing treatment may involve alienation in a new and often hostile environment and a fear of not returning back to their country. Addressing the fundamental social and health inequalities that perpetuate these adverse outcomes appears to be the way forward.

Cancer treatment can be a financial burden, not only for the individual but for their family as well. Many Aboriginal Australians do not have private health insurance or any income protection. Coory et al. showed that 21.2% of non-Aboriginal patients with lung cancer were treated in a private hospital only whereas only 4.4% of Aboriginal patients were treated exclusively in a private hospital. In addition, Aboriginal people often have responsibilities to care for children and family that may make them reluctant to leave their home and community. Therefore considering the financial and caregiving responsibilities of the individual is important for facilitating access to treatment.

Communication and Cultural Competency

Communication is a major hindrance to timely diagnosis and effective treatment. A lack of culturally sensitive public health campaigns, limited cancer specific information and ineffective preventive strategies by the health community produce and sustain barriers to effective patient provider communication. Providers bear the primary responsibility for ensuring that patients have an adequate
understanding of all aspects of the cancer journey. Communication between provider and patient may be hindered by the lack of cultural competency of the health professional. Cultural competence refers to the ability to appreciate and understand the social and cultural influences on a patients’ health beliefs and behaviours and taking steps to incorporate these understandings into interactions, interventions and services. Cultural competence cannot be developed overnight nor will it be automatically developed after a workshop, in the context of Aboriginal people’s health in Australia, it is an ongoing process that recognises and challenges the social, economic and geographical realms which impact on appropriate and accessible care for Aboriginal Australians.

Where the clinician and patient are from different cultural backgrounds, there is greater likelihood of misdiagnosis and non-cooperation with treatment and disease management. According to the Australian Institute of Health and Welfare, 11% of Aboriginal Australians reported that they had difficulty understanding and/or being understood by service providers. Aboriginal Australians living in remote areas were more likely than those in non-remote areas to report experiencing difficulty with communication.

Shahid et al. described a range of factors relating to communication that impact on cancer services. These factors include; failure to provide adequate information, explanations and check-ups, failure to establish an ongoing personal relationship, differences in communication styles, differences in non-verbal cues and body language and a lack of respect for privacy as contributing to mistrust and communication failures around Aboriginal people and cancer care. Contextual factors such as the history of colonisation and the subsequent impact on inequity and the hospital environment being alienating, can also impede effective service delivery to Aboriginal Australians with lung cancer.

Environmental factors
Unfortunately most environmental factors can be attributed to poor socioeconomic status including low income, low level of education, high rates of unemployment, greater risk of being involved with the legal system and poor or substandard housing including overcrowding and inadequate facilities and structures.\textsuperscript{51} Environmental and occupational factors, such as exposure to asbestos and other risk factors further place Aboriginal Australians at a greater risk of lung cancer. Due to remoteness, many mines in Australia were staffed with an Aboriginal workforce, such as the Baryulgil Asbestos Mine in northern New South Wales.\textsuperscript{52} Occupational risk is not the only threat. Evidence of environmental pollution has been seen in the Pilbara region in Western Australia where, due to the mining at Wittenoom, the incidence of mesothelioma within the region is one of the highest population-based rates recorded.\textsuperscript{53} Lung cancer risk is increased with exposure to both asbestos and cigarette smoke.\textsuperscript{54,55}

Many Aboriginal Australians are exposed to environmental tobacco smoke, a factor that places them at additional risk.\textsuperscript{35} A Western Australian study of Aboriginal women found that among the non-smokers, 35\% were exposed to environmental tobacco smoke inside their homes.\textsuperscript{56} Another study conducted in remote Northern Territory Aboriginal communities indicated that of the 220 children interviewed, 98\% lived in a house with at least one smoker, whilst 43\% lived with five or more smokers. Exposure to environmental tobacco smoke not only can cause lung cancer but has immediate and long term adverse effects on the cardiovascular and respiratory system.\textsuperscript{57}

Indirect risk factors also exist that may complicate the treatment and management of lung cancer. For example, poor environmental conditions and unsafe housing, which increase the risk of infectious diseases, may also increase the risks associated with cancer treatment including chemotherapy and radiotherapy.\textsuperscript{5} The issues for individuals living in rural, remote and urban areas are likely to be different but equally as challenging.
A matched cohort study of Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal patients diagnosed with lung cancer between 1996 and 2002 and treated in Queensland public hospitals found that Aboriginal patients were more likely to live in rural or remote areas. Whilst this finding may not be able to be generalised to all states this has many implications for the delivery of services and health care. Being remote from community support is an important factor in promoting adherence to treatments.

Implications for policy, service planning and delivery

This review identifies a complex interplay of individual, social and health system factors impacting on lung cancer care and lung cancer outcomes. However, many of the articles reviewed focused on the behaviours and views of Aboriginal Australians, rather than critically questioning systemic issues and relationships between patient and health care providers. A recent review by Thompson et al. has shown that there is slow and consistent progress being made in increasing access and acceptability of services for Aboriginal Australians.

Service planning and delivery

As lung cancer is largely preventable, prevention within Aboriginal Australian communities must be a focus of healthcare delivery. One component of this must include education on risk factors and symptom recognition, in both health professionals and consumers. In particular, appropriate targeted education for Aboriginal health professionals about the prevention, risks, symptoms, management and palliation of lung cancer must be implemented. Early diagnosis can be facilitated by improving access to and knowledge of primary health care. Ensuring that primary care facilities are both affordable and culturally competent are important considerations.

Systems-related issues, particularly the capacity to access culturally appropriate care, are likely limitations that can be addressed through appropriate training and quality improvement initiatives.
Racism and discrimination continue to permeate the Australian healthcare system and may be directly or indirectly targeted at Aboriginal Australians, with potentially disastrous implications for their health and wellbeing. Discrimination can occur at multiple points of the health care system including access to services, disease management and outcomes. Whilst many health professionals believe that racism is no longer an issue, Johnstone and Kanitsaki and Durey et al. have identified that discrimination, racism and cultural misunderstandings continue to plague the Australian health care system undermining the quality of care to Aboriginal patients. Durey et al. advocate for environments that are more welcoming for Aboriginal people. Such environments can be established through a collaborative model of care which incorporates building capacity in Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal personnel, recruiting more Aboriginal health professionals, increasing knowledge and skills to develop trusting relationships between mainstream providers and Aboriginal patients, and delivering care that is respectful and culturally competent.

For effective and sustainable solutions to be achieved, the need for effective engagement in building relationships with Aboriginal communities must be the centre of any strategy. In other areas of Aboriginal health, such as cardiac rehabilitation and mental health, the involvement of Aboriginal Health Workers (AHWs) has proven to have a beneficial effect on outcomes and should be considered as an integral element of care. Multidisciplinary cancer care teams also need to include and engage AHW’s. Demand for places in a Western Australian Cancer Education Course suggests that AHWs are interested in developing the knowledge and skills that are needed in cancer control and care, however such efforts must be ongoing rather than one off programs. Initiatives to train Aboriginal lung cancer specialists should also be investigated. It is hoped that by implementing such education and training strategies improvements will be seen in Aboriginal cancer support services, specifically in lung cancer.
The impact of risk factors, particularly smoking must also be reduced in addition to strategies to prevent late diagnosis. With no measurable improvements seen in smoking patterns, it seems that tobacco control programmes have thus far been ineffective.\textsuperscript{26} Culturally appropriate smoking cessation programs should be implemented in all settings. Strategies to improve health literacy via the dissemination of culturally appropriate educational resources must also be explored.

Spiritual beliefs and traditional approaches to health play an important role in the cancer treatment choices for some Aboriginal Australian patients\textsuperscript{68} therefore such practices need to be incorporated into mainstream medical care. For this to occur, mainstream health practitioners need to understand and acknowledge spiritual beliefs, traditional healing and treatment approaches surrounding cancer in order to work and communicate effectively with Aboriginal patients.\textsuperscript{27,28} Further research needs to be conducted as to what inhibits and facilitates this understanding so it is represented in policies and translates into practice.

\textit{Policy}

Policy should focus on a national approach to address issues in cancer control for Aboriginal Australians.\textsuperscript{31,38} Within this process, policy makers need to enable Aboriginal peoples’ ownership, participation, partnership and control with Aboriginal people represented at all levels of decision making.\textsuperscript{28} Furthermore, policy must be evidence based, therefore research to explain and analyse reasons for delayed diagnosis and treatment choice must be analysed to ensure that barriers to early diagnosis and treatment are minimised. Such research must be conducted in sincere collaboration with Aboriginal people.\textsuperscript{38}

Attempts should also be made to reduce inefficiencies and limit the effect community politics has on community controlled health organisations. Currently funding is complex and fragmented, and is often
only for short term goals or projects.\textsuperscript{69} Associated with this is low salary levels, difficulties in recruiting for temporary positions, and a heavy burden of administration and reporting.\textsuperscript{69} A more streamline approach to funding must occur with funding be made available for sustainable and long term programs.

Improvement of the identification of Aboriginal populations within datasets also needs to occur. This means that policies need to be implemented to improve data collection. For this to occur, data needs to be regularly collected on a systematic basis and must incorporate nationally agreed upon definitions.\textsuperscript{13} Any policy must acknowledge past treatment and the impact of colonisation, the cultural diversity of Aboriginal people, recognise the impact of the structural causes of inequality and include support for community-based and community-driven interventions.\textsuperscript{27, 28}

Attention should be paid to the specific needs of different communities,\textsuperscript{66} policy makers must realise that the Australian Aboriginal population is not homogeneous, for example the needs of urban communities may be very different to those living in rural or remote areas. People from rural and/or remote areas are more likely to experience worse outcomes in lung cancer and lack adequate cancer facilities,\textsuperscript{34, 70} under servicing and lack of access in such areas disproportionately affects Aboriginal Australians because they are more likely than other Australians to live in these areas.\textsuperscript{12}

A limitation of this study is that many of the studies reviewed were smaller studies confined to geographical areas or particularly communities. Given the diversity within the Aboriginal Australian population, particularly between rural, remote and urban areas this may make the findings difficult to generalise to all communities. Whilst the issues discussed may not necessarily apply to each Aboriginal Australian community this review has shown that there is a clear need for further attention to address the lung cancer disparities experienced by Aboriginal Australians. It is also acknowledged that this
review focussed on only published studies, it is important to consider this approach in an evidence-based approach to policy and practice. The potential for publication bias was also considered, yet emergent issues were also manifest in government reports and other documents. In spite of these limitations these data provide a useful summary to inform future policy, practice and research.

**Conclusions:**

The disproportionate burden of lung cancer in Aboriginal Australians warrants urgent attention. A multifaceted approach is required to address access issues, reduce health disparities and recognise the complex interplay of social determinants in moderating health outcomes. This requires acknowledging entrenched inequality and addressing factors at the patient, provider and system level. As smoking is the largest risk factor for lung cancer, smoking cessation programs are critical and initiatives at the Federal government level are encouraging. Although the importance of prevention is underscored, particularly through smoking cessation, in the short term the burden of lung cancer in Aboriginal Australians is likely to persist. There is a dire need to ensure Aboriginal Australians have access to culturally appropriate cancer services, in both urban and rural areas and strategies for early diagnosis promoted.

Mainstream health care needs to reflect upon the impact of colonisation on Aboriginal people and consider alternative beliefs and healing methods when determining treatment options. Tailored and targeted lung cancer prevention and care strategies need to be developed, in addition, health disparities must be address through coordinated policy initiatives across health and social policy. Effective engagement and partnership with Aboriginal communities must be at the centre of any intervention or policy.
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